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FAMILIES OF
PREEMIES

CuddlePea

®

Bonding Doll

Providing the comforting scent of Mom
CuddlePea provides the “scent-connection” until skin-to-skin contact and
breastfeeding are possible.
When placed with baby, the familiar scent of Mom
helps to continue the bonding process started in the womb.
Readily absorbs the mother’s scent with contact directly against the skin.
A Cuddly Collaboration
When we learned that Project
Sweet Peas needed a bonding
doll for NICU families, we
undertook research and
product development as a
charitable project. Thanks to
Shine, a working Mom and
our retail partner in China, we
found the resources to
produce CuddlePea aﬀordably
and to US standards.
Together, Sandbox Medical
and Project Sweet Peas
donate CuddlePea bonding
dolls to hundreds of NICU
families across the US.

• Ideal for NICU babies and hospitalized newborns separated from parents.
• Perfectly proportioned for even the tiniest babies
• Arms and hat are easy to grasp and cuddle
• Soft and pliable
Keep one with baby,
• Lightweight, only .05 oz.
one with Mom, so
• 100% cotton fabric with polyester ﬁber ﬁlling
CuddlePea is always
• Bright colors to easily ﬁnd in bedding
ready for bonding
• Easy to clean, dries quickly
comfort
• For hospital and home use

Why It’s Important1
A baby’s sense of smell develops in the womb, where amniotic ﬂuid surrounds baby
with Mom’s unique scent. At birth, infants are attracted to the mother's smell.2,3,4,5,6
Familiarity with their mother’s scent in the womb may encourage babies to
breast-feed at birth.4
Parental bonding and familiarity with Mom‘s scent for breast-feeding are reasons to
oﬀer bonding dolls to preemies and hospitalized babies while separated from their
mothers. Bonding dolls also help address the emotional need of NICU parents to
provide comfort for their babies.

Project Sweet Peas is a
non-proﬁt 501C3 organization
run by former NICU families
who, through personal
experiences, have become
passionate about providing
support to families of premature or sick infants and to
those aﬀected by pregnancy
and infant loss.

CuddlePea is a simple, aﬀordable, cuddly, cute solution!
The Day I Was Discharged From The Hospital
“I took a nap with CuddlePea, and I put it in the incubator with Logan.
I saw him snuggle into it, like he recognized my scent. It melted my heart. Every day I did
the same thing. When I was able to hold Logan he snuggled into me the way he did the doll.
Logan and I shared our doll for 32 days! The doll gave me a sense
of comfort knowing it was comforting my son.” - Christine K., NICU Parent
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“Parents and babies beneﬁt from the scent-bonding experience
so we were pleased to ﬁnd an aﬀordable solution with CuddlePea.
It's cuter, smaller, and lighter weight than our previous bonding doll. Easy for babies
to cuddle and less expensive too! CuddlePea checks all the boxes for us.”
DS; NICU Education/Product Coordinator, Akron, OH

Contact us at: orders@sandboxmedical.com

Provides Mom’s scent when skin-to-skin
contact is not possible
How to order
Item #

Description

Qty.

CP190225

CuddlePea Bonding Doll

Box of 25

Product Speciﬁcations

Finally, an
affordable bonding doll
for hospital and home

Phthalate-free, latex-free, BPA-free and DEHP-free.
100% cotton fabric with polyester ﬁber ﬁll (in head and arms).
For single baby use only.
Meets US Consumer Product Safety Commission guidelines.
Meets ASTM F963-17 Standard Consumer Safety Speciﬁcation for Toy Safety.
Dimensions: 11” x 8.25”.
Weight: 0.05 oz.
For babies 0 months +.
Use only under adult supervision.

Cleaning

Together,
SandBox Medical &
Project Sweet Peas deliver
CuddlePea to hundreds of
NICU families

To learn more,
or to make a donation visit
www.projectsweetpeas.com

Spot clean with warm water or hand wash. Do not use bleach. Air dry.
After washing, cuddle and sleep with CuddlePea again so it reabsorbs your scent.

Instructions For Use

CuddlePea readily absorbs Mom’s scent. Cuddle with CuddlePea bonding doll directly against your skin for 12 hours or
longer, so it absorbs and retains your scent. Then, while holding your baby, introduce CuddlePea, or place it near your
baby in the incubator, under your caregiver’s supervision. The scent will help your baby associate CuddlePea with you,
providing a sense of familiarity and comfort.

Designed in the US by SandBox Medical. Manufactured according to US standards in China for SandBox Medical.
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